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It’s our innovative spirit that sets us apart.
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MBS Energizer
Range

SOL
AND M AR
A
CAPA INS
BLE

MBS2800i
INCLUDED

JOULES

(STORED ENERGY)

120
300

Energizer Remote
& Fault Finder

Fence Monitor

WiFi Gateway

Alarm System

Solar Panel

G50700

G51000

G56700

G57900

G49600

SOL
AND M AR
A
CAPA INS
BLE

G31501

Suitable for fencing all
animal types on farms
up to 190 acres.

MBS1800i

Reliable, adaptive i Series
technology – The proven Gallagher
i Series technology provides
complete confidence in continued
fence performance irrespective
of changes in power supply,
temperatures and fence conditions.
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SYSTEM UPGRADES

Fence Energizer and Energizer Controller

MBS1000i G30100 MBS1800i G31500 MBS2800i G31501

All the smarts and power of the Gallagher i Series and NOW
with the ability to power your energizer your way. Mains,
battery or solar.

Suitable for fencing all
animal types on farms up
to 300 acres.

INCLUDED

18
JOULES

(STORED ENERGY)

75
190

SYSTEM UPGRADES

Fence Energizer and Energizer Controller

Energizer Remote
& Fault Finder

Fence Monitor

WiFi Gateway

Alarm System

Solar Panel

G50700

G51000

G56700

G57900

G49600

SOL
AND M AR
A
CAPA INS
BLE

NEW power adaptor input –
Easy to use, weather tight power
adaptor input. Simply insert the
supplied mains or battery lead set
(shown below) into the back o the
energizer.

G31500

Easily monitor and control
fence performance - Allows
fence information to be seen
in a convenient location up to
50m away from the energizer.

Compatible with i Series
accessories – Fully compatible with
i Series remotes, fence remotes,
alarm controller and the supplied
display monitor (shown below).

Suitable for fencing all
animal types on farms
up to 100 acres.

MBS1000i
INCLUDED

10
JOULES

(STORED ENERGY)

40
100

SYSTEM UPGRADES

Fence Energizer and Energizer Controller

Energizer Remote
& Fault Finder

Fence Monitor

WiFi Gateway

Alarm System

Solar Panel

G50700

G51000

G56700

G57900

G49600

SOL
AND M AR
A
CAPA INS
BLE

Power your fence, your way – Mains, battery
or solar. Energizer comes complete with
a mains and battery lead set for all power
source options (Solar panel sold separately
for solar powered solutions).

G30100
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MBS Multi Powered Fence
Energizers
Any power source. Anywhere.
No matter what your power source or location, the new Gallagher MBS Energizer range
provides a superior and convenient animal control solution.
Use any power source - Designed for
mains, battery or solar installations up to
32 Hectares/80 Acres

Fast, flexible installation - Easily set up
portable or permanent installations in any
location

Superior performance in all operating
modes - Reliable fence voltage irrespective
of your power source

View fence performance at a glance LED bar graph indicates fence voltage
performance

MBS Multi Powered Fence Energizers
Any power source. Anywhere.

Use any power source - Designed for
mains, battery or solar installations up
to 32 Hectares/80 Acres

Check battery health in an
instant - Switch to battery check
mode to view your battery status
on the LED bar graph

View fence performance at a
glance - LED bar graph indicates
fence voltage performance

Superior performance in all operating
modes - Reliable fence voltage
irrespective of your power source

Use in the harshest of farming
conditions - Portable, water resistant
case, with built in lightning protection

All leadsets included - Mains,
battery and fence leadsets all
included with the Energizer
Gallagher solar kit sold separately

MODEL

MBS100

STORED
JOULES

1

PROPERTY
SIZE
(HECTARES/
ACRES)

MULTIWIRE
DISTANCE
LIGHT
CONDITIONS
(KM)

MULTIWIRE
DISTANCE
TYPICAL
CONDITIONS
(KM)

4/10

10

3

COMPATIBLE POWER
SOURCES

Fast, flexible installation - Easily set
up portable or permanent installations
in any location
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8/20

20

5

MBS400

4

16/40

30

8

MBS800

8

32/80

40

10

6

Protect your battery - Smart battery
management algorithm protects the
battery from being over discharged
and permanently damaged

To ensure you have the correct solar panel and battery
configuration, visit gallagher.com.

Use any power source - Designed for mains, battery or solar
installations up to 32 Hectares/ 80 Acres.

MBS200
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S200

Portable Solar Fence Energzier

S200

2

G36010

JOULE

Convenient fully integrated portable power. The S200
Solar Energizers come complete with solar panel,
rechargeable battery, leadset, and mains recharge kit.
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KILOMETRES

(STORED ENERGY)

8

Multiple power options - the customer
has full control, with multiple operation
modes to suit wildlife animal exclusion
and livestock animal inclusion.

Turn on and forget – with automated
battery management, the Energizer
will continue to work for up to 3 weeks
without sun.

Battery Status
Indicator – LED light
shows battery health
in an instant.

Fully integrated,
ready to use - includes
fence/earth leadset,
rechargeable 12v
battery and solar panel.

360° mounting on steel posts for correct
orientation towards the sun - allows the
Energizer to be mounted on a steel post that
is already part of the fence line, regardless
of which way the post is facing.
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NEW

RE
FEATU

Dual solar panel design - improved
solar reliability with split solar panel
design. Separating the solar panel
in two, means that if one is covered
by vegetation, the second panel will
continue to charge battery.

Portable and quick
to install – easily set
up in any location
and moved about as
required allowing it
to be used for strip
grazing and better
pasture management.
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Water resistant case,
with built in lightning
protection – designed to
be left outside, rain, hail
or shine. Keeps stock
contained in all weather
conditions.

Multi Wire Ring Top Post

Multi Wire Ring Top Post
The new standard in portable electric fencing.

G74813

The new standard for fencing in tough ground.
Ideal for hard, stony ground and heavy
cropping - Heavy duty 7mm diameter steel
shaft reduces post bending when driven into
the ground

Reduced risk of shorting - Wear resistant,
patented glass filled nylon ring top head
eliminates the risk of shorting on the top wire

7mm

DIAMETER
STEEL

Reduced risk of shorting - Wear
resistant, patented glass filled
nylon ring top head eliminates the
risk of shorting on the top wire

Easy to pull out - Ring top head creates a
convenient handle for pulling the post out of
the ground

Tough, unbendable foot plate - Foot plate
can withstand 360kg of pressure so will not
bend or deform
Choose your wire heights and spacing - Preformed notches allow multiple customised
wire heights and ring top head enables single
wire use
Strong, secure insulators - Glass filled nylon
insulators “snap on” to post to form a reliable
connection and are conveniently replaced

Reliable ground holding - 7mm steel foot
spike prevents the post from rotating once
inserted into the ground
Tough, unbendable
foot plate - Foot plate
can withstand 360kg of
pressure so will not bend
or deform

Easy to pull out - Ring
top head creates a
convenient handle for
pulling the post out of
the ground

Strong, secure insulators Glass filled nylon insulators
“snap on” to post form a
reliable connection and are
easily replaced
Reliable ground holding - 7mm
steel foot spike prevents the post
from rotating once inserted into
the ground
Choose your wire heights
and spacing - Pre-formed
notches allow multiple
customised wire heights
and ring top head enables
single wire use
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Ideal for hard, stony ground
and heavy cropping - Heavy
duty 7mm diameter steel shaft
reduces post bending when
driven into the ground
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Heavy Duty Ring Top Post
G74913

Heavy Duty Ring Top Post
The new standard in portable electric fencing.

The new standard for fencing in tough ground.
Ideal for hard, stony ground and heavy
cropping - Heavy duty 7mm diameter steel
shaft reduces post bending when driven into
the ground

Reduced risk of shorting - Wear resistant,
patented glass filled nylon ring top head
eliminates the risk of shorting on the top wire

7mm

DIAMETER
STEEL

Reduced chance of tangling - Unique ring
top head is centered over the shaft with no
protrusions or trapping points

Easy to pull out - Ring top head creates a
convenient handle for pulling the post out of
the ground

Tough, unbendable foot plate - Foot plate
can withstand 360kg of pressure so will not
bend or deform
Choose your wire heights and spacing - Preformed notches allow multiple customised
wire heights and ring top head enables single
wire use

Ideal for hard, stony ground and
heavy cropping - Heavy duty
7mm diameter steel shaft reduces
post bending when driven into
the ground

Reliable ground holding - 7mm steel foot
spike prevents the post from rotating once
inserted into the ground

Strong, secure insulators - Glass filled nylon
insulators “snap on” to post to form a reliable
connection and are conveniently replaced

Tough, unbendable
foot plate - Foot plate
can withstand 360kg of
pressure so will not bend
or deform

Eliminate risk of shorting Prevent wear through with super
tough over-moulded glass filled
nylon head and no metal in the
post head

Reliable ground holding - 7mm
steel foot spike prevents the post
from rotating once inserted into
the ground

12
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Insulated Line Posts
A tailor made electric fence post, Insulated Line Posts
require no machinery to install and come in four different
heights with multiple configurable wire spacing’s to suit
the needs of your farm or property.

Fast and simple install - The composite post
can be easily installed with a hand rammer which
reduces installation time and avoids the need for
heavy expensive equipment. Wires simply clip
onto the post, making it significantly faster than
stapling or pinning on traditional post insulator
systems.

Easy to transport - Light, smooth and
compact. Can be transported inside the
farmer’s vehicle which further reduces
costs.

Multiple configurable wire heights - Pre-formed
wire attachment locations enable many different
fence configurations.

Flexible posts - The strong yet
flexible solid fibreglass core
enables the post to flex when the
fence is impacted, preventing
broken or bent posts, and
minimising animal injury.

Long life - High quality materials
ensure a long life. A UV protected
polyethylene sheath protects
fibreglass from UV damage.

PART NUMBER

HEIGHT

PACK SIZE

G74203

950mm

10

G74213

1140mm

10

G74223

1350mm

10

G74233

1500mm

10

G74434

NA

20

G74703

NA

20

ANIMALS CONTROLLED

Insulated Line Posts

Strong ground anchoring - The
multi-flanged foot design ensures
strong ground anchoring, reducing
the likelihood of post heave or post
misalignment over time.

Insulated Line Post Clip
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High strength clips - GF nylon “snap-on” clips form a reliable
connection with 200kg holding force – typically twice as strong as
most conventional wood or steel post insulator systems.
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Electric Fence Dropper
G74514

Electric Fence Droppers maintain wire spacing,
reducing the number of posts required in a fence line.
When combined with Gallagher Insulated Line Posts
it provides a flexible, cost effective solution for
permanent electric fencing.

<

4 8
MM

SUPERIOR
INSULATION

GA

LONG LIFE - High quality
galvanised steel and UV
protected glass reinforced
polypropylene, backed by a
10 year warranty.

HIGH STRENGTH, SECURE
WIRE ATTACHMENT – Glass-filled
polypropylene insulation secures
wires in correct position for reliable
wire attachment.

MULTIPLE WIRE SPACING
OPTIONS - Pre-formed wire
attachment locations for 5
or 6 wire fence spacings for
sheep, goat or cattle wire
heights.

SUPERIOR INSULATION - Wire
attachment points are all electrically
isolated from one another to allow
for earth return systems and
minimise faults.
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TWR-5 & TWR-1
Weigh Scale & Reader
G02606 & G02606

All in one weigh scale, data collector and EID reader
(antenna panel sold separately).

Market leading touch screen
technology – Full colour, outdoor
readable touch screen.

On board help, 24/7 - The entire
product manual is loaded into the
product. Help is only one click away.

Record treatments on the spot
- Animals can be weighed and
administered the correct dose
rate, all recorded on the weigh
scale at the time of treatment.

Animal notes and note alerts
- Record notes against animals
on the spot for later review.

TWR-5 ONLY FEATURE

Comprehensive recording
of life data and traits - For
farmers wanting to record
and review more information
than simply weight on their
animals. Record up to 9
traits per session.

Animal data analysis on
device - Shows individual weight
gain graphs, as well as weight
distribution plots for all animals
within a weighing session.

EID

TWR-5 ONLY FEATURE

Ultimate user experience
- Execution of tasks have
been tested to ensure that we
deliver the most farmer friendly
experience on the market.

Draft up to 9 groups by
weight, weight gain,
predetermined EID list or by
recorded life data and traits.

Tough, rugged exterior –
Farm ready, tough design.

G
N TA*
LT I
BUI EADER
R

The complete package, ready to go – Just
plug into your existing load bars and you
have everything you need to start weighing:
- Tough and convenient Gallagher carry
case
- Mounting bracket
- Micro-fibre screen cloth
- Battery charging cable
- Mains charging cable
- USB drive loaded with APS software
- USB cable for data transfer to PC
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Integrated EID reader - Built in EID
reader means the farmer can plug the
weigh scale straight in to an EID antenna
to record weights and easily scan
EID tags. This eliminates the need to
purchase a separate EID reader.

Flexible connectivity options
- Whether connecting to
drafters or readers via a serial
cable, to a PC via USB or
utilising the Bluetooth and WiFi
wireless options, the TWR’s has
every option available.
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Flexible mounting options
- Easy to use sitting flat, or
mounted to a vertical surface.
The adjustable mounting
bracket allows you to easily
tailor the viewing angle for
optimum visibility.
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